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LET’s
celebrate
down
syndrome

Does that sound bizarre? Then let’s
hear why this condition doesn’t need
to be a downer
by Margot Bertelsmann
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two reasons a parent would want to
know: to prepare for raising a child
with Down syndrome, or to terminate
the pregnancy. Clearly the concept that
their condition is one that should, in an
ideal world, be eradicated is hurtful to
people who live with the syndrome.
Vanessa stresses, however, that DSSA
does not consider a diagnosis with the
condition alone as a reason to terminate
a pregnancy, although she’s respectful
of every parent’s choice to terminate
or not. Termination of an “abnormal”
pregnancy is legal in SA. Every parent
needs to make their decision according
to their unique set of circumstances,
abilities and resources.
DSSA advocates for inclusivity and
equal access to life’s opportunities for
people with Down syndrome. This
includes mainstreamed education for
many children with Down syndrome.

talking point
“Our schools are not allowed to
discriminate against students with
disabilities,” says Vanessa. “Like a blind
student should receive materials in
Braille and a hearing impaired student
needs hearing aids, a Down syndrome
student may need a facilitator, which
is something the government should
provide (but usually doesn’t). It’s no
surprise that many already stretched
schools resist accepting disabled
students – but DSSA is prepared to
advocate for individuals and parents in
addition to its role as a DS advocate at
national and legislative level.”
After school there is “a gaping
need” for employment, says Vanessa.
“We advocate for open or supported
employment for people with Down
syndrome in the open labour market.
But there is a very long way to go.”

Meet the family
Lauren and Alec Schoeman have three
sons: Adam (six), Ryan (four) and
Nicholas (almost two). Nicholas has
Down syndrome.

Q

Nicholas’ condition
was not diagnosed
antenatally…

The Schoeman family
can’t imagine life
without NIcholas

grateful for that. I can’t imagine a life
without Nicholas and we couldn’t love
him more if we tried.

Nicholas is our third son and my
previous two pregnancies had gone
smoothly. I was 32 when I fell pregnant,
my 12 week DS blood screening came
back negative and Nicholas’s nuchal fold
was within normal range. There was no
reason to suspect Down syndrome.

Q

Q

Society’s limitations and prejudices
placed on Nicholas, purely due to his
extra chromosome. Nicholas is who he
is and I hope that we can help him reach
his full potential.

We naturally would have been
devastated. It’s a huge shock for parents
to hear the news at any stage, be it in utero
or at birth. Suddenly the expectations
you had for your child change and you’re
following a different path. Although
we didn’t have time to prepare, in a
way we’re relieved we didn’t know.
Choosing whether to terminate would
have been heartbreaking and agonising.
Our choice was made for us and I’m so

Q

How would knowing
his diagnosis
antenatally have
changed things for you?
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What has been
the hardest part
of coping with
Nicholas’s condition?

What has been easier
than expected?

Nicholas integrated into the
family so naturally. From day one his
two brothers were besotted with him
and he lights up when they’re around.
At four months Nicholas had open
heart surgery to repair a hole in his
heart (a common occurrence in Down
syndrome babies). It was a traumatic

time for our family, but a year later
his heart is perfectly healthy. Our lives
were initially turned upside down, but
we now carry on like any other family.
That has been the greatest surprise.
Life is indeed busy, but that’s par for
the course when you have three small
children!

Q

There are many
stereotypes when it
comes to D.S. – “stupid”
and “happy” come to mind.
How do you encourage
others to have a more

nuanced relationship with
Nicholas, and with Down
Syndrome in general?
Nicholas can’t be cured of his intellectual
disability, but there is so much more to
a person than their IQ. He has already
changed people’s perceptions of what
it means to be “normal”. I often hear
that people with Down syndrome are
“always smiling and happy”. This is not
the case. They are people first, each with
their own unique characteristics. If they
are always happy, then that’s because of
their nature as a person. That’s not due to
Down syndrome. Nicholas hasn’t been
a great teether, so when he’s cutting a
new tooth, he’s miserable just like most
babies. His emotions are just like the rest
of ours. And we’re getting to know his
stubborn side at the moment!

Q

Any advice to
parents who have
just received a Down

syndrome diagnosis?
Remember that your little baby is a baby
first. It’s YOUR baby. Down syndrome
will not and must not define them.
I also suggest speaking to parents who
have Down syndrome children. It
helped me so much and I, in turn, hope
to assist other families. Yes, life will be
different to what you had expected, but
different is not necessarily a bad thing.
I think you’d search far and wide to
find a parent who regrets having that
child and where that child doesn’t bring
joy to the family. The most important
thing is to seek knowledge and make an
informed decision, not one out of fear or
ignorance.
We’re learning every day about Down
syndrome having Nicholas in our lives
and we welcome open and honest
communication, be it with friends, family
or strangers. We appreciate people
taking the time to care and wanting
to be educated. It’s all about creating

awareness and being equipped with the
necessary knowledge, especially if you
are faced with life-changing decisions.

Q

What are your hopes
for Nicholas’ future?

Our hopes for Nicholas are
good health, happiness, to be constantly
aware of the love we have for him and
to be given the opportunity to follow his
dreams. Down syndrome is not a death
sentence, nor a disease. These beautiful
children can lead long, happy lives
and if given the chance, can be a real
asset to society. Nicholas has brought
so much joy to our family and we are
so privileged to call him our son and
brother. I know that he is going to make
a positive difference in people’s lives
and most importantly, he already has in
ours. YB

Lauren wishes to encourage parents
who need support to contact her on
laurenschoeman@telkomsa.net

